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CEPS Task Force

Commissioner Barnier was the keynote speaker at the
launch event on 7 November – Held three main
workshops:

• Licensing of copyright in the Digital Single Market (14
November)

• Exceptions and limitations to copyright and the future
of private copying levies (13 December)

• EU policy with regard to online copyright enforcement
measures, especially in consideration of the ACTA
rejection in July 2012 (16 January)



National copyright
entitlements and the DSM

 Individual management of rights (e.g., films,
software, videogames): copyright is not a problem
since the bundle of national rights is centralized and
managed by a single entity, who can decide how
territorially wide licenses should be

 Collective management (e.g., music sector): a big
problem of fragmentation in licensing practices comes
from the intermediation of national collecting societies,
which are legal or de facto monopolies and,
traditionally, administered author rights on a strictly
national basis



EU Commission’s initiatives
on collective management

• Recommendation (2005) on multi-territorial licensing of
online music rights and best practices by collecting
societies

• CISAC decision against EEA collecting societies for
membership and exclusivity clauses and for territorial
delineation of licenses of online, broadcasting and
cable transmission rights (annulled in part by the
General Court of the EU recently)

• Directive proposal on collective rights management
(July 2012 – examined by the Parliament now): it
draws on the Recommendation rules introducing
corrective measures



Solutions fostering EU-wide
individual rights management

• Country of origin principle, i.e., application of the sole law of the country of
upload of digital content  (or of the country of establishment of the content
provider) instead of the simultaneous application of the laws of all countries
where the content is made available: this policy option is already
implemented in the Satellite Directive (1993) and in the Audiovisual Media
Services (2010) Directive. It is also one of the key principles of the 2006
Services Directive

• Enforcement of EU competition law to outlaw the agreements which end-
up partitioning the DSM through contractual clauses aimed at restricting the
cross-border availability of tools, devices and services enabling access to
digital content (licensed on a strictly territorial basis: e.g., CJEU’s judgment
in Premiere League with regard to decoding devices coming from Greece
enabling access to football matches in bars and pubs in the UK

• Exhaustion principle for intangible goods/items sold online: cf. Usedsoft
decision of the CJEU with (specific) regard to the EU Software Directive



DSM for creative content and
issues unrelated to copyright

• Heavy digital divide created by unequal penetration of
broadband Internet services in the EU
(Southern/Northern Europe, Western/Eastern
countries, urban/rural areas)

• Cultural and language diversity; different tastes and
preferences; lots of creative works are targeted at
national audiences (especially the subsidized ones)

• Local and administrative regulations (e.g., film
subsidies) and/or tax rules/rates still raise significant
differences on markets for digital content (e.g. e-
books)



A paradox: comparing film to
music online offerings

Digital music
services

• Music downloads (e.g.,
iTunes)

• Streaming (e.g., Spotify,
Deezer, 7Digital, etc.)

• Online on-demand
services (e.g., Lastfm,
Pandora, etc.) an non-
interactive radio stations

Online movie
services

• Film downloads and online
rental services (e.g.,
iTunes)

• Streaming services (e.g.,
Netflix, Amazon)

• Non-interactive online TV
channels

Figures show that online film
services are much less
developed than online music
services …



Inverse relationship

Legitimate
content
offerings

Online piracy



Enforcement measures
allowed under EU law

• Website-blocking measures (targeted at ISPs and
aimed at blocking user access to infringing websites:
Art. 8.3, Information Society directive)

• Claims against search engine operators (e.g., Google)
aimed at having links to copyright infringing materials
de-ranked and/or removed (Art. 8.3)

• Notice-and-takedown procedures against web-based
content platforms and social networks (aimed at
obtaining the removal of unauthorized user-generated
content: Art. 14, E-Commerce directive)



Conclusion

 Copyright-related barriers certainly exist.

 However, the fact that online content offerings are less
available in sectors where the structure of rights
ownership is simpler (e.g., films) shows that other
factor count as much as copyright (e.g., cultural and
linguistic diversity, tax rates, broadband penetration)

• Licensing should be greatly simplified (Commission
launched “Licences for Europe”)

• Online enforcement measures should be clarified and
made more effective and consistent across the EU


